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Introduction
The Funda Wande literacy program goes beyond just providing instructional materials
by offering multiple elements of support to help teachers implement the curriculum. Current
teacher supports include training activities, coaches and teaching aids to support teacher’s use
of instructional materials and build skills surrounding literacy instruction. This report provides
a review of the main Funda Wande teacher supports, including Teacher Guide usability,
current training, and coaching programs. Recognizing that teacher support activities can be
resource-intensive and complex, this report recommends minor revisions to the Teacher
Guides alongside a model for sustainable and scalable teacher-led teacher support through
training, communities of practice, and peer coaching. This teacher support model offers a
structure for Funda Wande to sustain and scale up its successes around the key themes of
appropriate guidance and scaffolding, peer relationship, modeling and practice, and reflection
for teachers.
Areas of Strength
Our review of Funda Wande’s second grade Teacher's Guide to the curriculum focused
on two main themes: usability and its implementation. A strength of the teacher guide is its
structured nature, consistent formatting and graphics, and standardized activities throughout,
which makes it easy for teachers to follow lessons. For instance, the phonics, reading,
handwriting, writing and life skills lessons all follow the same format. At the beginning of the
Teacher's Guide there is a detailed and structured explanation of how each one of the lessons
should be carried out. Additionally, the beginning of every week has an overview of the
materials that will be used, guiding questions, and resources. At the lesson level, each one is
kept to a two-page spread, has time stamps for each activity, and scripted activities. The Funda
Wande Teacher's Guide follows research-based best practices on curriculum writing. Studies
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have demonstrated that structured curriculums in low- and middle-income country classrooms
have a positive impact on student learning. According to Piper et al. (2018), interviews with
teachers across contexts about the formatting of teacher guides yielded several
recommendations like smaller guides, larger fonts, lessons on one page, and more colorful
pictures. Funda Wande’s Teacher's Guide aligns with many of these recommendations, most
of which relate to “easing the burden on teachers to understand the teachers’ guides” (Piper et
al. 2018). The format of the guide allows for teachers to be able to easily access and use the
guide during teaching.
Another aspect we focused on was implementation of the lessons, and professional
development offered to teachers on how to use the Teacher's Guide. Funda Wande has
invested time in creating resources that aid teachers in understanding and implementing the
guide. For example, the guide in each week’s overview section has a QR code that takes them
to short YouTube videos that provide more guidance on teaching strategies for that particular
week. The YouTube page has over 400 videos ranging from how to set up a classroom,
pedagogical descriptions of how lessons are structured, and models of literacy lessons found in
the guide. The videos also come in multiple languages representative of the linguistic diversity
of South African schools. In addition, Funda Wande has a partnership with Rhodes University
to advance teacher professional development. The course is made up of 12 online modules
with one day of workshops per module that is taken over two years. Funda Wande’s efforts in
teacher preparedness have yielded positive results. Their Midline Evaluation conducted in
June 2020 shows an increase of 20 to 27 percent of a year’s worth of learning in grade two
students (Ardington, 2021). Lastly, Funda Wande’s approach to implementing the Teacher's
Guide and professional development is grounded in research that highlights the importance of
teaching teachers how to use the guides to strengthen practice (Piper et al. 2018, and Bashir et
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al. 2018). Overall, Funda Wande’s research-based approach to implementing the Teacher's
Guide and structured professional development has aided them in their success.
Areas of Challenge
The Funda Wande program has experienced success despite a host of contextual
challenges, many of which relate to resource constraints and system capacity. Evidence from
the literature on teacher development emphasizes the importance of creating ongoing support
systems for teachers to help them practice, reflect, and learn from one another’s experiences
with new methodologies or ideas (Villegas-Reimers, 2003). However, putting these kinds of
support structures in place is often time-consuming and resource-intensive. For example,
while coaching has proven highly effective in improving teaching practices and learning
outcomes (Ardington, 2021; Department of Basic Education, 2017), it is relatively expensive
to implement as it often relies on external coaches and facilitators.
Similarly, while the training videos are well-designed and useful for teachers in
demonstrating the new practices, they require access to a steady internet connection or a
personal computer for a flash drive, both of which are not common across the country (Spaull,
2020). In addition, teachers may require more structure in order to fully benefit from the
training videos through questions, analysis, and reflection. These kinds of support structures
can help teachers become familiar and comfortable with the resources in the program, such as
the Teacher's Guide and videos, and facilitate deeper learning with peers.
Lastly, a challenge faced by many teachers in South African schools is the
heterogeneity of children entering the school system, with a wide range of prior content
knowledge and skills. The teacher needs various resources to accommodate the needs of
students with different learning abilities. The Teacher's Guide could provide additional
materials such as classroom activities and assessment instructions to introduce new pedagogy
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to their knowledge asset and ensure every child would stay stimulated and engaged through
the lesson. In this regard, the Funda Wande design team sought to provide more guidance in
the Teacher's Guides around differentiation or modifications that teachers could make to
reach every child, bearing in mind the large class sizes in most schools.
Recommendations
Recognizing the strengths and challenges that Funda Wande faces in creating and
implementing a Teacher's Guide that serves every teacher and learner, we would like to
recommend the following: 1) a teacher support framework that will allow the organization to
scale up and sustain its successes; 2) a layout that facilitates differentiation in the Teacher's
Guide; 3) ongoing cyclical training; 4) teacher-led communities of practice; and 5) peer
coaching.
1. Teacher Support Framework
The Teacher Support Framework (see Figure 1) aims to support Funda Wande’s
implementation of the teacher guide and sustain their successes. The framework uses
elements such as training and coaching, which have proven effective in Funda Wande’s first
years, to support teachers in implementing the curriculum. At the center of the framework is
the Teacher's Guide and other instructional materials provided to teachers. Each of the three
surrounding elements - training, communities of practice, and coaching - leverage the
Teacher's Guide to help teachers develop skills and mastery in teaching lessons. First,
trainings use Funda Wande’s bank of videos to model and then facilitate practice using the
Teacher’s Guide. Then, communities of practice for teachers at the school level provide a
forum for sustained discussion, practice, and reflection on the training topics. Building off
Funda Wande’s successful coaching intervention, peer coaching then offers a structured
opportunity for teachers to observe and support each other as they implement what they have
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learned in their classroom. Each element is informed by four themes: appropriate levels of
guidance and scaffolding for teachers, modeling and practice of new skills, relationships
between teachers, and reflection.
In addition to the Teacher Support Framework, this report provides one
recommendation for revising the teacher guide itself. For scripted lessons to be most
effective, teachers must balance fidelity of implementation with the agency to make
modifications to adapt lessons for their learners (Piper et al., 2018). Based on Funda Wande’s
identification of challenges around differentiation of lessons for classes with heterogeneous
skill levels, this report recommends adding a simple graphic to lessons in the Teacher's Guide
to help them make positive modifications for differentiation.
Figure 1: Teacher Support Framework
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2. Teacher Guide: Focusing on Differentiation
After our review of the Teacher's Guide for usability, with a focus on differentiation,
we suggest a potential layout change. Currently, the weekly lessons do not provide space or
content on how to differentiate reading or writing activities. From a review of several other
Teacher's Guides around the world, we found that differentiation activities were often
incorporated throughout the lesson plan in a ‘sidebar’ (see Appendix A). An option for Funda
Wande would be to adapt the layout of the guide by including a sidebar, allowing space to add
specialized instructions on how to differentiate the lesson. However, we acknowledge that
adding the sidebar might change the two-page weekly spread that the guide currently has,
which was created for teachers to easily access the lessons. Another option is to incorporate a
structure at the beginning of the guide on how to differentiate lessons, as has been done with
other methodologies. Teachers would then be able to go back and refer to it whenever they
need it.
To ease teacher burden, Funda Wande can use the guided reading chart, titled
“Climbing the Reading Ladder” to designate differentiation groups. Teachers already know
the structure and the color codes, so it will be easier for them to identify when they need to be
differentiating for an emergent reader, an early reader, and an early fluent reader. Students
who are emergent readers will require more scaffolding and reinforcing, so their form of
differentiation will be the most guided. Students who are early readers and early fluent
readers will have less scaffolding appropriate to their level, following a gradual release
model.
We recognize that Funda Wande would like to keep the Teacher's Guide short because
of issues regarding cost-effectiveness and usability. According to Piper et al. (2018), teachers
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would like guides to be shorter and easier to use, so adding more pages to the guide might be
counterproductive, particularly in a larger classroom. We therefore suggest that Funda Wande
considers the second option of adding a one-page section at the beginning of the guide that gives
more guidance on how teachers should be differentiating taking account of all of their students’
particular learning needs.
3. Training
Regular teacher training forms an important part of the ongoing cycle of teacher
support outlined in the model. This cycle begins with training, informed by specific content in
the Teacher's Guide, builds on these topics through Communities of Practice (CoPs) and
coaching, and then develops the next cycle of training in response to challenges or questions
arising from teachers.
Research on literacy programs in similar contexts suggests that training content should
be centered on specific methodologies in Teacher's Guide and that trainers/facilitators should
be provided with a clear facilitator’s manual for each training session (Mejia, 2020). This
ensures that training content and quality is consistent across venues, and that facilitators have
a shared understanding of the core tenets of the program. The facilitator’s manual should
contain examples from the Teacher's Guide and should be as concise as possible.
One of the most frequently cited reasons for the success of a training program is the
practical nature of the activities, and opportunities for participants to observe and practice
methodologies (Loyalka, Popova, Li, & Shi, 2019). We therefore recommend that a
substantial proportion of training sessions be dedicated to modeling and practice. This time
should also include opportunities for teachers to practice observing one another and providing
feedback, based on the Teacher's Guide and observation protocol (see Appendix D). As
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teachers become more comfortable with being observed and coaching one another, a culture of
peer feedback can develop that will feed into the next stages of the teacher support cycle, i.e.,
CoPs and peer coaching.
Finally, training sessions should encourage reflection and metacognition among
teachers to help them become expert practitioners (Darling-Hammond, Hyler, Gardner, &
Espinoza, 2017). Activities that encourage reflection can include thinking routines, such as “I
used to think…/ Now I think…”, or “Connect, Extend, Challenge” from Project Zero.
Reflection and analysis questions can also be built into the training manual, particularly to
guide teachers through watching the training videos (see Appendix B).
4. Communities of Practice
Our fourth recommendation is to create Communities of Practice (CoPs) at the school
level to support teacher engagement with the guides and inform practice. Currently, Funda
Wande provides ongoing coaching for teachers from a team of expert coaches. The coaches
visit each school an average of three times a month, observe classrooms, and provide targeted
advice on their practice (Ardington, 2021). Funda Wande does not currently have formal CoP.
CoPs, when implemented with high quality, have been proven to develop teaching practice and
increase student learning gains (Darling-Hammond et al., 2017). Ideally, Funda Wande’s CoPs
will be cyclical and grounded in the Teacher’s Guide. When designing the CoPs, Funda
Wande should consider the four themes: guidance, modeling and practice, relationships, and
reflection.
The first theme relates to the content and structure of the CoPs. Funda Wande will
need to decide how structured or scripted the CoPs will be and whether they will be held in
person or virtually. According to Soares and Galisson (2021), there are three models for
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implementing CoPs: autonomous, structured, and scripted. The autonomous model
emphasizes teachers’ autonomy and the importance of a teacher’s ability to make decisions
regarding how the CoPs are run and what is discussed. The structured model provides teachers
with a series of steps to guide the dialogue. The scripted model gives teachers scripted
materials with pre-defined objectives, focuses, and learning exercises. We recommend that
Funda Wande’s CoP be structured, similar to the Teacher’s Guide. When choosing the format,
Funda Wande should consider how often CoPs should meet and whether they will be held in
person or virtually. We recognize that because of the pandemic and budgetary reasons, virtual
meetings may be easier to implement.
The second theme focuses on modeling and practice. Ideally, CoPs will be a place
where teachers can practice using the teacher guide and receiving feedback from peers,
leaving them feeling better prepared to implement the lessons in their own classrooms.
Additionally, CoPs should be teacher-led, so we propose a training session before their
launch, focusing on CoPs’ purpose, structure, and how to run them. We acknowledge that
running CoPs would be additional work for teachers, but we would like to emphasize the
benefits of having a shared community. According to Villegas-Reimers (2003), CoPs allow
teachers to promote their own professional development, giving them agency and control over
their practice. Teachers will have the opportunity, during CoP sessions, to problem solve
based on problems in their own classrooms, allowing them to dictate their own professional
development.
The third and fourth themes focus on the power of relationships and reflection. CoPs
promote positive relationships amongst teachers, creating a safe space for them to have candid
conversations about their practice and challenges that might arise. Finally, when considering
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how to structure CoPs, we recommend allowing time for reflection. According to Du Plessis
and Muzaffar (2010), “reflection on teaching practices become especially important for
teachers who attempt to change practice toward new and innovative instruction…it is only after
articulating these new practices in their unique setting that they can reflect on the challenges
and uncertainties and together find viable ways of changing their practice.” Funda Wande
should consider having reflection questions at the end of every CoP session so that teachers can
debrief, allowing time for uncertainties to surface. Strong relationships amongst teachers is the
purpose of creating communities of practice. Teachers need to feel supported by their
colleagues, which can lead to fruitful reflective conversations. (See Appendix C for a guide of
a CoP session).
5. Coaching
The final element of the teacher support framework is teacher coaching, with a
scalable and sustainable option of using a peer coaching model. Funda Wande’s 2020 Midline
Evaluation of the Eastern Cape intervention with expert coaches supporting teachers showed
the effectiveness of teacher coaching (Ardington, 2021). But with a coach to school ratio of
1:5, keeping an expert coaching model with sufficient contact time is likely prohibitively
expensive at scale (Piper & Zuilkowski, 2015). As an alternative, this teacher support
framework proposes creating a structured peer coaching system in which teachers sit in on
each other’s lessons to observe, learn, and give supportive feedback. Kraft et al.’s (2018)
seminal meta-analysis of teacher coaching found that the most effective coaching is
individual, intensive, sustained, context-specific, and focused. This model uses the resources
that already exist in South African schools, particularly the Funda Wande materials and the
expertise of teachers, to facilitate a sustainable and scalable approach to effective coaching.
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The peer coaching model will follow the same themes as training and CoPs, starting with
appropriate levels of guidance and scaffolding. While the Eastern Cape coaching model relies
on the expertise of coaches, this model will provide a package of resources to guide teachers to
use their own expertise with the Teacher’s Guide to conduct peer coaching. The resources will
include: 1) instructions for the coaching teacher to follow before, during, and after the lesson; 2)
a checklist-style observation form that refers them to compare the observed teaching to the
Teacher’s Guide; and 3) a worksheet with reflection prompts to guide the conversation between
the coaching and coached teacher after the lesson (See Appendix D). Studies in Nigeria and
Ghana have shown that non-expert coaches can provide expert coaching to their peers (Smiley et
al 2020). Teacher training and CoPs meetings will provide opportunities for teachers to practice
using the resource to observe each other modeling lessons and take turns giving coaching
feedback.
This peer coaching model will also follow the themes of relationships and reflection.
Rather than a supervisory or directive model, this approach should use a reciprocal and
reflective model in which the “coaching” and the “coached” teacher engage in a discussion after
the lesson about what they both learned and what they would like to work on (Showers and
Joyce, 1996). The protocols will guide the “coaching” teacher to identify not only “glows” and
“grows” in their peer’s lesson, but also to analyze how their peer is applying what they have
both learned in training and CoPs, and what they learned from observing their peers. In this
way, the relationships teachers develop through training and CoPs will be further strengthened
as, together, the coaching and coached teacher reflect on their progress and goals for future
improvement. Remaining challenges identified in coaching can then inform the topics of future
trainings and CoPs in an iterative cycle.
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Conclusion
Building on Funda Wande’s successes, we have proposed a teacher support framework
that aims to strengthen and scale up this progress. The framework is centered around the highquality Teacher's Guide and aims to assist teachers in mastering it through three cyclical
elements: training, communities of practice, and coaching. Our recommendations incorporate
four cross-cutting themes from the literature on teacher support: appropriate levels of guidance
and scaffolding, modeling and practice, relationships, and reflection. We believe that this
cohesive framework with its cyclical, iterative structure could help teachers to support one
another in becoming experts through reflective practice and strong relationships.
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Examples of Teacher Guide Revision for Differentiation
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Appendix B
Example of Discussion Guide for Training Videos

Watch Video 63: What is Shared Reading?
Before watching:
1. Discuss in pairs: What is shared reading and why is it important?
2. Share out
3. What are some of the biggest challenges you face with shared reading?
Watch until 8min30sec, then pause for discussion.
4. Why does the teacher read the same story three times?
5. How does the teacher use flashcards during shared reading?
Watch until 12min, then pause for discussion.
6. How does “reading pictures” help children develop reading skills?
7. Why does the teacher discourage learners from “singing” together?
Watch until 18min, then pause.
8. Why does the teacher read alone the first time?
Complete video. Post-video discussion questions:
9. What do you think this teacher did well? What could she improve?
10. Was there anything in this video that you would like to incorporate in your own shared
reading lessons?
Post-video practice:
● Turn to pg. 54 in the Teacher’s Guide.
● In groups of 5, practice implementing the various Shared Reading lesson components:
○ Monday Read Aloud
○ Monday Picture Walk & Comprehension
○ Tuesday Sentence Making
○ Wednesday Group and Individual Reading
○ Thursday Vocabulary and Language
● One participant will act as teacher to facilitate the activity, one will act as the peer
coach, and the other group members will act as learners.
● The practice coach will use the Peer Coaching Protocols (Appendix D) to practice
observing, giving feedback, and engaging the teacher in reflection discussion.
● Participants should take turns acting as teacher, coach, and learner. “Learners” will
watch the coaching conversation to give feedback to both “teacher” and “coach
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Appendix C
Guide for Communities of Practice Session

5 Step Process for
CoP Session

Description

Timing

Debrief

● Social Emotional Check-in
● Debrief on how successes or challenges
implementing the previously discussed
strategy

5-7 minutes

Define Session Goals

● Identify pedagogical strategy that will be
discussed
○ Ex: Shared Reading

3 minutes

Explore New Practice

● Read/watch an article or video about the
research or methodology surrounding topic
○ Teachers will watch Video 63: What is
Shared Reading?
○ Teachers will discuss what they see
○ Teachers will compare and contrast
how it is similar or different from their
own practice

15 minutes

Collaborate and
Experiment with
New Practice

● Teachers practice with one another the new
strategy
○ Teachers can take a lesson they have
done or will do and practice how they
will deliver it with one another

25 minutes

Reflect and Plan

● Teachers will reflect on the new strategy,
what they currently are doing and what
adaptations will they make
○ Examples of guiding questions:
■ What are some challenges you
might face in using this
strategy?
■ How can you adapt this
strategy to fit your classroom
and students?
■ What other
training/supports/resources will
you need?

10-12 minutes
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Appendix D
Peer Coaching Protocol and Template
BEFORE THE LESSON
• Teacher and coach discuss the following and write down answers:
Name of teacher who will teach:
Name of teacher who will coach:
Today’s lesson topic and page number:

Teacher support topic of focus:

Both teacher and coach should have the
appropriate Teacher Guide in hand.

From most recent training, community of
practice, or other agreed-upon area for
improvement
Teacher hopes and goals: What do you hope to improve on or achieve during your lesson?
Coach hopes and goals: What do you hope to see from the teacher? What do you think you can
learn from them?
DURING THE LESSON
• Teacher introduces the coach to the class and coach sits in the back of the classroom or out of
the way.
• Coach watches the lesson while following along in the Teacher Guide and takes notes,
using the following questions as a guide:
Did the teacher facilitate each activity in the Teacher Guide? If not, what did they add,
remove, or adapt? Write at least one modification they used that helped their learners:

Did the teacher use appropriate facilitation, learner engagement, and classroom
management strategies? Name and describe at least one activity or learner interaction they
managed well:
Write down at least one activity or learner interaction you would have managed differently
and what you recommend:
What challenges did the teacher encounter during the lesson? How did they respond? How was
that response successful? How could it have been improved?
How did the teacher demonstrate teacher support topic of focus?
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AFTER THE LESSON: Coach Reflection
Coach reflects on their observation before discussing with the teacher, using the following
questions:
Glows: Describe one or more ways the teacher succeeded. Consider how they demonstrated the
topic of focus.
Grows: Describe one or more ways the teacher could improve. Consider how they
demonstrated the topic of focus.
Shows: Describe one thing you learned from watching your peer and how you will use it in your
classroom.
AFTER THE LESSON: Coach-Teacher
Reflection Coach and teacher reflect
together:
• Teacher shares what they consider their own “glows” and “grows” from the lesson.
• Coach shares the “glows,” “grows,” and “shows” from their observation of the teacher’s
lesson.
• Teacher and coach celebrate the “glows” and both reflect on ways that they can learn
and improve in their future teaching.
Use the following questions as a guide:
Glows: What do teacher and coach agree was successful in the lesson? How did the teacher
apply what they have learned from the topic of focus?

Grows: What does the teacher commit to working on in future lessons? How will they learn and
practice? Write at least one “grow” and one learning/practice activity.

Shows: What does the coach commit to working on in future lessons that they learned from the
teacher? How will they learn and practice? Write at least one “show” and one learning/practice
activity.

Teacher and coach sign this sheet to indicate the conclusion of the peer coaching session.
Teachers within the same school or community of practice should take turns acting as peer
coaches to one another.
Teacher

Coach
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Life Skills Curriculum: An Opportunity to Extend Literacy and Background Knowledge

Grade 2, Term 1
Maya Alkateb-Chami and Emily Powell
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Introduction
In preparing this report, we were guided by three principles. First, the right to
education is not only a fundamental right but also an enabler of civic, economic, cultural, and
other rights (Right to Education, n.d.). Second, learning matters. Access to education does not
suffice (see Spreen & Vally, 2006). Third, the processes of learning to read for meaning and
of expanding the child’s knowledge go hand-in-hand to support the development of lifelong
learners, critical thinkers, and community members able to realize and defend their rights and
the rights of others. The first section of this report addresses the intimate relationship between
literacy development and the deepening of background and content knowledge. In the second
section, we present expanded possibilities for teaching rigorous content and disciplinary
literacy alongside—and as part of—reading and Life Skills lessons in Funda Wande’s grade 2
curriculum. But first, let us take a broad view of what Life Skills entails in the context of this
report.
The Life Skills subject in South Africa’s curricular standards includes the areas of
Beginning Knowledge (BK), Personal and Social Well-being (PSWB), Creative Arts, and
Physical Education (PE) (Department of Basic Education, 2011, p. 8) (see Figure 1). It is set
to receive six hours of instructional time weekly (2011, p. 6) (see Figure 2). In Funda
Wande’s grade 2 curriculum, two hours per week are allotted to BK and PSWB and four to
Creative Arts and PE (Funda Wande, 2021, p. 1). The instructions for “teaching beginning
knowledge” in Funda Wande’s English Home Language and Life Skills Teacher’s Guide
outline the following high-level goals:
-

Developing Creativity, Critical thinking, Communication, and Collaboration
Concept and skill development
Contributing to reading comprehension by expanding general knowledge and
vocabulary (2021, p. 16).
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These are followed by six skill objectives for students, including learning to observe,
compare, classify, and communicate—all of which are aligned with the rigorous expansion of
students’ background knowledge, which is the focus of this report. Similarly, what is curated
as the “Find Out Lessons” content area under Life Skills has the goals of “Developing simple
research skills; Encouraging home involvement in Schooling; [and] Engag[ing] learners’
imaginations while developing their knowledge of the world” (2021, p. 17). Our
recommendations explicitly align with these goals as well. The pursuant question is: does the
curricular content at hand (2021) facilitate the achievement of these goals?
Funda Wande’s grade 2 curriculum is full of opportunities for students to learn
rigorous content alongside and as part of literacy development, building on their oral language
and emerging literacy skills. However, we see room for improvement. Taking a holistic
approach to curricular development, expanding students’ background and content knowledge
needs to take place across the school day, in the Life Skills as well as the Language Arts
periods. This approach aligns with the guidelines of South Africa’s Department of Basic
Education.
Specifically, that BK and PSWB are integrated throughout the curriculum and cut
across as well as support subjects such as Home Language and Math (Department of Basic
Education, 2011, p. 8). Additionally, the Department’s guidelines state that the Life Skills
curriculum is organized in order to support the teaching and development of “foundational
skills, values and concepts” of not only early childhood development, but also the subjects
learned in grades 4-12, including language arts (2011, p. 8). Accordingly, we will present
opportunities to accelerate students’ conceptual knowledge and language development
through the systematic integration and expansion of Life Skills content throughout the
curriculum, as well as opportunities to expand students’ knowledge of the world as they read
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texts in language arts.
Why Content and Background Knowledge Matter for Literacy
In their discussion of the science of reading comprehension instruction, Duke et al.
(2021) invite a metaphor from public health, explaining that for good health, we are not
advised to do one or the other of adequate sleep, good nutrition, or ample physical activity.
Rather, a holistic approach is adopted. Similarly, they advocate for synergies in readingrelated instructional practices compared to advocating for one strategy or another. Hollis
Scarborough famously conceptualizes the process of skilled reading as many threads
representing foundational skills woven into two strands before intertwining to form a single
rope that represents skilled reading. The first strand, language comprehension, includes
background knowledge, vocabulary, language structure, verbal reasoning, and literacy
knowledge. Whereas the second strand, word recognition, includes phonological awareness,
decoding, and sight recognition (2009, p. 24). Scarborough explains:
Skilled readers are able to derive meaning from printed text accurately and efficiently.
Research has shown that in doing so, they fluidly coordinate many component skills,
each of which has been sharpened through instruction and experience over many
years… It is customary to consider separately the strands involved in recognizing
individual printed words from those involved in comprehending the meaning of the
string of words that have been identified, even though those two processes operate
(and develop) interactively rather than independently. (2009, p. 23)
Skilled reading, the outcome in Scarborough’s reading rope, is produced by students
employing their word recognition skills together with their language comprehension skills to
make meaning out of text. As such, comprehension is both the goal of literacy and a
foundation on which making meaning while reading stands.
Throughout the life span, for beginner as well as advanced readers, reading
comprehension success is the product of an interaction among the reader: their skills,
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background knowledge, as well as the motivation they bring; the text, including its level of
difficulty; and the reading activity or process being engaged in—all of which are situated in a
social context (Snow & Kang, 2007, p. 83; Snow, 2010). The reader’s linguistic skills and
background knowledge start to form long before the beginning of formal schooling. This
process begins as children are socialized into linguistic communities from infancy (Ochs &
Schieffelin, 1984). Like all processes of learning, people learn literacy by leveraging their past
knowledge and experience (National Research Council (U.S.) Committee on Developments in
the Science of Learning et al., 2000, pp. 10–68). Reading for meaning, correspondingly, is a
lifelong journey that students embark on in infancy and continue in the early grades,
continuously building on and leveraging background knowledge.
An additional benefit of expanded background and content knowledge is increasing
student motivation to read as well as their reader self-efficacy, or the belief that they can be
successful readers. In fact, the relationship between improved comprehension and increased
reading motivation and self-efficacy is interactive: “Reader self-efficacy grows with
comprehension skill, which in turn supports reading engagement, which in turn further builds
comprehension skills and background knowledge” (Snow, 2010, p. 416).
Leveraging Advantages of Learning Via the Home Language (L1) in the Early Grades 1
A powerful benefit of using students’ L1 as the language of instruction is that it allows
educators to connect to and leverage the deep and unconscious funds of linguistic and

A note on terminology; we use students’ first language or mother tongue (L1) to indicate a language (and possibly
multiple languages) that they know and understand before they start school. We use second language (L2) to refer to
the language(s) that students do not know or understand at the time of starting or entering school. While the labels
L1 and L2 are useful, it is important to note that the two linguistic codes have fluid boundaries and interact in the
minds of bilinguals, including bilingual learners (Grosjean, 1989). Furthermore, we acknowledge that the current
policy governing assignment of “mother tongue” curriculum to a particular school in which Funda Wande works has
a large grain size—catchment level—, which may result in linguistic diversity at the classroom level and some
students learning in L2

1
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background knowledge implicit in the students’ oral language skills that they have developed
over their lifetimes (see Perfetti, 2010). These funds provide an important schema and
structure through which children use their basic decoding skills to link text to its meaning in
order to support text comprehension (Perfetti et al., 2005; Kintsch & Kintsch, 2005). Starting
in grade 4, students will face the additional obstacle of understanding L2 in addition to the
content they are taught through it. Reciprocally, the more background and linguistic
knowledge they have by that time, the easier they are likely to experience learning “of/in” L2
(DeGraff, 2019, p. xxvi). For example, the more students know about natural phenomena
related to bird migration (including what they have learned at school and beyond the
classroom walls via L1), the more they are likely to find a lesson on bird migration via L2
accessible.
Furthermore, bilingual students who have further developed and gained better
command in L1 of what is often called “academic language” have been found to benefit from
these resources when learning of/in L2 (Phillips Galloway et al., 2020). This knowledge
includes precise vocabulary, certain syntactic constructions, and functions for developing
frameworks of understanding such as describing, defining, and classifying, as well as
conversational moves for academic tasks including collaboration, discussion, and debate
(Uccelli & Phillips Galloway, 2017). These skills are often referred to as disciplinary literacy
and relate to the skill objectives for students set out by Funda Wande, which include learning
to observe, compare, classify, and communicate.
Teaching disciplinary literacy should not be confined to literacy-dedicated classes.
Since the Funda Wande Life Skills curriculum effectively includes all subject areas other than
Mathematics and Language Arts, the enhancement of disciplinary literacy across the Life
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Skills subjects is essential. The following section includes specific examples to explain how
developing the disciplinary literacy skills described above can be achieved during disciplinary
lessons in Life Skills, as well as in reading lessons.
Content and Literacy Integration: Developing Disciplinary Literacy Throughout the
Curriculum
Since our recommendations focus on the development of rich content and disciplinary
language across subject areas, with the purpose of increasing background knowledge as a
means toward improved reading comprehension, we find it helpful to outline a framework for
approaching this development systematically. Research by the U.S. National Research
Council Committee on Developments in the Science of Learning et al. reveals that
“To develop competence in an area of inquiry, students must: (a) have a deep
foundation of factual knowledge, (b) understand facts and ideas in the context of a
conceptual framework, and (c) organize knowledge in ways that facilitate retrieval and
application.” (2000, p. 16).
This framework aligns with the research findings highlighted in the previous section regarding
the role of content and background knowledge in comprehension and guides our
recommendations below.
1. Opportunities in the Life Skills Domain
The concrete examples below show how the learning of vocabulary and concepts
could be expanded in Funda Wande’s BK as well as Creative and Performing Arts lessons,
with a focus on seizing opportunities to expand factual knowledge, offering conceptual
frameworks to contextualize newly learned ideas, and grouping learned concepts in ways that
facilitate their recall and application. We have chosen to zoom in on one unit to showcase our
recommendations:
As part of the Week 3 theme of “Everyone is Special” (Funda Wande, 2021, pp. 50–
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63), the opportunity is laudably seized by Funda Wande to teach some geography in the BK
content lesson.
Specifically, names of several countries and their capital cities. The map of southern
Africa is introduced on Monday, which could be extended by learning to name different areas
by size (for instance, village, city, province, country, and possibly continent). Students could
also be taught the different components of a map, including a map key that details what
different symbols mean and expands their background and disciplinary knowledge in the area
of social studies. For example, at the country level, there are political features such as borders
and cities; natural features such as rivers, shorelines, and mountain ranges; and transportation
features such as train tracks and highways. Presenting these concepts together within the
framework of a map facilitates their future recall and application. This should expand what
they already know about maps by building a repository of new vocabulary and concepts that
could be easily recalled and used in practice.
Visual and performing arts lessons offer a creative and joyful environment to
consolidate students’ conceptual knowledge. The current visual arts class for this unit prompts
students to imagine how Samson may have come to South Africa from Malawi, providing the
examples of plane, bus, and car; and asking students to draw the transportation mode. This
could be altered or extended to support students’ growing conceptual knowledge by
collaboratively creating a map key for a city or neighborhood map: deciding what symbols and
landmarks to include and writing their names, followed by students drawing and coloring the
map. This activity is one approach to situate the use of vocabulary for disciplinary content in a
context familiar to the learners, in a hands-on and engaging way. Additionally, it lends itself to
the type of classificatory language relevant to the development of syntactical constructions that
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support disciplinary literacy functions such as describing and classifying.
On Tuesday, the BK section is spent on learning names of some African countries and
their capital cities. Unless the child is likely to find this information usable in their daily life in
the short run, we suggest replacing it with vocabulary that is more adept for use in different
contexts. For example, given the following day’s information about Lake Malawi, students
could learn names of water bodies at different scales, such as pond, lake, sea, and ocean, as
well as stream and river. This will give students more tools to be able to compare and
categorize information, aligning with the instructional goals in the Teacher’s Guide. Finally,
on Friday, students will learn that Lake Malawi is a freshwater lake, which is great. To extend
this, the teacher could engage students into classifying bodies of water they know into
“freshwater” and “saltwater” categories, which is a good primer for an element of the South
African curricular standards for BK: classifying animals and creatures that live in freshwater
and saltwater (Department of Basic Education, 2011, pp. 43-44).
These numerous examples linked to only a few pages of the curriculum serve to
illustrate that the overall goal is to seize every opportunity to enrich students’ background
knowledge as well as vocabulary that will help them describe and understand what they see
around them using rich language, and that will also assist them in the process of reading
progressively harder texts for meaning.
2. Opportunities in the Domain of L1 Language Arts
The Funda Wande curriculum already creatively connects to and extends students’
repositories of knowledge through the reading lessons in several ways. Weekly texts link to
different themes across the curriculum. Beautiful illustrations contextualize the language and
scaffold understanding by facilitating the activation of prior knowledge in non-linguistic ways.
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Looking at multiple examples related to the Week 3 story, “The waterhole” (Funda Wande,
2021, pp. 38- 39), in which animals work together to overcome a bully—an elephant who
chases the other animals away from the waterhole: The content of this story connects to
multiweek PSWB themes about sharing, helping, and dealing positively with conflict. These
concepts are extended in the following week by a fictional text in which students must
problem-solve when a schoolhouse bully chases the newcomer student away from the water
fountain. This text is also connected to BK standards. Specifically, what we need to live and
the types of animals, as well as the seasons and how they affect different animals (Department
of Basic Education, 2011, p. 42-45).
The text is introduced through a read-aloud, which leverages students’ receptive oral
language skills (including syntax, morphology, and vocabulary), and the story lends itself to
dramatic storytelling by the teacher, which can further activate students’ prior knowledge to
catalyze comprehension. The same stories in the Learner’s Activity Book (Funda Wande, n.d.)
notably incorporate more student-friendly vocabulary (such as “said” versus “trumpeted”) and
simpler syntactical structures, which could be a successful scaffold toward more proficient
reading. Conversely, the Teacher’s Guide includes additional support in a sidebar, and the
inclusion of rich and expressive vocabulary in the text is aided by student-friendly definitions
provided to teachers for words like trumpeted, waterhole, and puddle. This extends opportunities
for students to develop vivid and precise oral language (Funda Wande, 2021, p. 38-39). The
additional inclusion of comprehension and extension questions that link to science and social
themes is also fitting. For example, “what do we call it when there’s not enough water?” and “do
you think that was a kind thing to do?” (ibid.)
We recommend further utilizing the Teacher’s Guide sidebar to explicitly and
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systematically build students’ academic and content knowledge in the following three ways:
First, we recommend seizing the opportunity to introduce content concepts and vocabulary
relevant to each lesson. In the referenced unit, such words might include drought, arid,
savannah, habitat, and environment. Second, we recommend for comprehension questions to
more explicitly connect the text to Life Skills BK themes and standards, facilitating review
and consolidation of knowledge across the curriculum. For example, questions might include
which season readers think the story takes place in, connecting to the seasons BK knowledge
standard; and what animals need to live, related to the BK standard on what we need to live.
Third, we recommend incorporating questions that involve disciplinary academic language
functions such as describing, comparing and contrasting, and classifying. For example: what
is a different type of habitat? And how might the story change were its events to take place in
another habitat? In the subsequent thematically linked lesson, students might compare the
setting or characters in the story using disciplinary language from Language Arts, such as
character and setting. Repeated reading of the weekly text offers an opportunity to incorporate
questions like these on different days as a routine, which has the benefit of creating a rich web
of connections that facilitate retrieval and application of new vocabulary across contexts
(Perfetti, 2007).
We also recommend leveraging vocabulary flashcards systematically to connect to and
extend students’ language resources during reading routines. For content vocabulary, Morrow
et al. (2019) suggests that words be connected by a theme or topic, such as animals or
habitats. We see evidence that this is the approach used in the Funda Wande curriculum, as
chosen words appear to be generally thematically linked. However, we suggest expanding the
set of flashcard words to include a larger set of thematically connected concept words, in this
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case, all the animals in the lesson—which both further scaffolds the reading experience and
allows for constructing overarching conceptual frameworks like types of habitats or seasons.
Additional recommendations regarding disciplinary vocabulary development include explicit
instructions in morphological awareness as well as explicit teaching of connectives like
“because,” “for example,” and “so.” This can be achieved by incorporating these elements
into the existing sentence strip activity, as detailed below.
We see that syntactical and morphological elements of academic language are already
being made explicit through the sentence strip activities. For example, in the unit we have been
examining, the sentence strip is “One year, the rains didn’t come.” The Teacher’s Guide
includes instructions to repeatedly read the sentence, elicit synonyms for different words, and
have students cut apart words and fit the sentence back together. It also has instructions for
asking students which part of the sentence answers questions such as who? or what? for the
subject, what happened? for the verb, and when? for verb tense or adverbial phrases such as
“one day.” This is an interesting routine that we see as flexibly allowing teachers to examine
syntax and morphology, even across languages. We recommend using increasingly
sophisticated syntactical constructions to make explicit the syntactical and morphological
features of disciplinary literacy. For example, sentence structures that support language
functions like comparing and contrasting as well as defining and describing could be used to
help scaffold students’ learning of these constructions. Furthermore, the use of connectives,
which have been reported to cause breakdowns in comprehension for some students (Morrow
et al. 2019), could be incorporated in this way as well. The extended use of these
constructions should be highlighted across the week’s activities as broadly as possible in the
BK, PSWB, Creative Arts, and PE Life Skills lessons toward the goal of improving students’
linguistic background knowledge and their reading comprehension.
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Conclusion
In our report, we have illustrated the breadth of goals, outcomes, and activities in the
Funda Wande Life Skills content. We acknowledge Funda Wande’s strengths in addressing the
broad curricular standards in this area in the allotted time and have highlighted how content,
background knowledge, and disciplinary language are incorporated into the existing curriculum.
Taking into consideration the contextual parameters which limit extending instructional time,
we recommended deepening and integrating content-learning and language-learning along the
established principles of what we have referred to as the science of learning framework
incorporating: a) facts: rich vocabulary and conceptual knowledge, b) frameworks: thematically
linked words and their relationships; and c) facilitating structures: organizing learned linguistic
and background knowledge in a way that facilitates retrieval (National Research Council (U.S.)
Committee on Developments in the Science of Learning et al., 2000).
Our recommendations focus primarily on curricular adjustments as well as
instructional moves, both of which remain close to the current curriculum, and which could be
included in the Teacher’s Guide and Learner Activity Book. Our suggestions require clear
communication to teachers regarding routines to support elaborated questioning, use of
flashcards, and sentence strips. Additionally, beyond specific curricular and pedagogic
adjustments, we recommend that teachers be informed and supported in taking on a leadership
role in expanding students’ background knowledge whenever they can during the school day.
We recognize the resource constraints and other restrictions facing the Funda Wande
team in designing the best curricula possible and in supporting teachers to deliver the best
education possible and hope that our humble contribution through this report will be helpful in
the commendable process of continuously revisiting and improving the quality of Funda
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Wande’s program. Our recommendations go beyond deepening and integrating content areas
to conceptualizing a successful outcome as preparing students for future study. Therefore, we
recommend that, in the process of deepening the curriculum, for developers to strive to link
across grade 1-3 standards and even to the types of texts and activities that students will
encounter in grades 4 –6. We also urge developers to capitalize on the opportunity of learning
via L1 to prepare students with as much background and content knowledge as possible in the
early grades.
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Appendix
Figures

Figure 1: Life Skills curricular elements in South Africa’s Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement
(Department of Basic Education, 2011, p. 8)

Figure 2: Weekly allocations of instructional time in grade 2 (Department of Basic Education, 2011 p. 6
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Introduction
This section is based on Funda Wande's request to review the second-grade curriculum
for Group Guided Reading. Here we offer insights on how to enhance reading proficiency for
their second-grade students. According to the Funda Wande Teacher's Guide, students should be
early fluent or fluent readers by the end of the school year. To reach this goal, the Funda Wande
program offers a Group Guided Reading block as a tool for teachers to conduct differentiated
instruction, as well as to help students achieve reading success. The afforded Group Guided
Reading structure depends mainly on dividing the class into five small homogenous reading
groups of similar abilities, each group working with the teacher for fifteen minutes at a time,
twice a week using the anthology or other available leveled readers.
What Worked Well?
The current Group Guided Reading sections in the Funda Wande Teacher's Guide and the
Group Guided Reading stories in the second-grade curriculum allow for three advantages. First,
having a slot embedded in the schedule for Group Guided Reading promotes the goal of putting
eyes on the text. Research shows that the amount of time with eyes on text reading is the best
predictor of reading achievement, including a child's growth as a reader from second to fifth
grade (Anderson, Wilson, and Fielding, 1988). The link between exposure and access to texts
and strong literacy skills is well established in the literature. Therefore, those who benefit the
most from Group Guided Reading are the students who lack access to books outside the school
setting. Second, the current structure of the Group Guided Reading block allows students who
are not participating in it to work independently on other activities (handwriting, life skills…).
This provides a chance for those students to do work with minimal help from their teacher.
Third, the current collection of stories in the Funda Wande curriculum is culturally and
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developmentally relevant to their students.
The 2021 Harvard report reviewed the Funda Wande First Grade curriculum and
provided strong research-based feedback on how to do Group Guided Reading. If Funda Wande
wishes to implement Group Guided Reading as a reading routine in Grade Two, we suggest they
refer to the Harvard 2021 report.
Areas Of Improvement: Why Not Guided Reading
While Group Guided Reading may be a staple of reading instruction in the USA, it is not
necessarily the best practice in all educational contexts. Group Guided Reading depends on
adequate resources, proper teacher training, and small or average-sized classrooms. The 2021
Harvard report raised the question as to whether Funda Wande should think about a different
approach to reading instruction rather than Group Guided Reading (Mason et al., 2021). We are
choosing to recommend that Group Guided Reading be discontinued in the classrooms Funda
Wande serves. The following subsection will unpack the reasons behind our recommendation
and will be followed by another two subsections that will offer alternative tools and methods to
replace Group Guided Reading.
Research shows that Group Guided Reading is ineffective in certain schools. A summary
of findings follows.
● Research suggests that South African teachers struggle to implement Group
Guided Reading because of the insufficient amount of appropriate leveled reading
materials (Kruizinga and Nathanson, 2010; Makumbila & Rowland, 2016; Bashir
et al., 2018; ZENEX Foundation, 2021; Stern et al., 2022).
● Additionally, several studies argue that policies calling for Group Guided Reading
fail to offer teachers a sufficient explanation of Group Guided Reading. This
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affects the teachers' knowledge and their teaching practices (Kruizinga and
Nathanson, 2010; Wiener, 2011; Bashir et al., 2018; Stern et al., 2022).
● Research continually shows that what works well in large-sized classrooms with
small numbers of students does not necessarily work in smaller-sized classrooms
with large numbers of students. Group Guided Reading works best in classrooms
that have an average of 20-25 students. In larger classrooms, each student receives
less than two minutes of teacher's focused attention per lesson. This further
compromises scaffolding for struggling students (Makumbila and Rowland,
2016).
Since the classrooms Funda Wande serves struggle with a lack of reading materials,
inexperienced teachers, and large class sizes, we feel Group Guided Reading would not be the
most effective reading practice for their students.
Structured Reading
Based on the limitations noted above, we recommend that Funda Wande use Structured
Reading instead of the current Group Guided Reading framework. Structured Reading is a
deliberate, systematic, and scaffolded instructional pedagogy under which Shared Reading and
Reciprocal Teaching live. Structured Reading also supports the Big Six elements of reading
(Konza, 2014). The Big Six elements of reading include oral language and early literacy
experiences, phonological awareness, phonics, vocabulary, fluency, and comprehension.
Every single day, educators face a multitude of challenges - no two classes, students, or
days are exactly the same. Therefore, by creating a structured routine and instructional
framework for Structured Reading, teachers can maximize instructional time despite what
challenges may arise. A strict routine in a classroom, especially in literacy development, lends
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itself to greater classroom management and more individualized instruction for students.
Students and educators will know exactly what to expect during Structured Reading time and as
such, will spend more time with their eyes on the text. Shared Reading and Reciprocal Teaching
build on strong foundational practices while also allowing for implementation with fidelity in the
classroom. This scaffolded Structured Reading framework allows for educators to move from
more structured instruction to more independent reading for students with the gradual release of
responsibility.
The design of Structured Reading has a series of benefits that are particularly pertinent
for classrooms with large student populations and novice educators. Within the current structure
of Group Guided Reading, valuable time is lost while students transition to different tables or
locate the correct independent work for the day. Structured Reading also allows educators to use
data to influence their decisions in real-time, rather than waiting an entire week when the teacher
has worked with all five groups, to address misconceptions and misunderstandings. This format
will allow educators to see half the class at a time and thus more student work samples on a daily
basis while also presenting the opportunity for struggling readers to receive the same lesson
twice to garner greater understanding, practice, or think time.
During the Structured Reading block, the class should be split in half before the lesson.
By splitting the class in half, the teacher has a multitude of different grouping and differentiation
possibilities throughout the entire school year. For example, at the beginning of the year, the
teacher could use diagnostic reading data to help place students in initial groups for students who
need additional support and more independent readers. By collecting consistent data, teachers
can make real-time decisions about the different grouping structures for students - this allows
students to change groups and partners to provide more opportunities to work with different
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students in the class. By allowing more opportunities to change grouping, educators can use data
to help change groupings and pairings on a more frequent basis than may be possible with five
different guided reading groups. Splitting the classroom in half will allow the teacher to teach the
same lesson twice a day. Students who are not working with an educator will have time to
complete independent work. This structure affords educators more autonomy over the lesson,
greater opportunity for reflection about what went well and what could be adjusted, as well as a
boost in overall confidence with multiple opportunities with the same lesson. Much like reading
the same text multiple times can help struggling readers – teaching the same lesson twice can
help novice teachers become stronger educators with the ability to make instructional decisions
with self-assurance.
Shared Reading
Therefore, within our Structured Reading framework, we recommend that Funda Wande
implement two new Structured Reading strategies to replace Group Guided Reading. The first
Structured Reading strategy is Shared Reading. Shared Reading is an evidence-based instruction
approach that benefits any emergent reader, regardless of their age, and can be done individually,
in small groups, or in larger groups. During Shared Reading, teachers read with students and not
simply to students to help students interact with each other and their educators, while also
making meaning of the text (Erickson & Koppenhaver, 2016). In order for students to not only
read fluently and accurately but also foster a lifelong love of reading, there must be ample
opportunities for students to have their eyes on the text. Shared Reading is a form of reading
along with children that helps them move from the emergent stage of reading to the conventional
stage of reading with the ultimate goal of being able to read a text independently through a
gradual release model – of I do, we do and you do.
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Initially, during Shared Reading, the teacher does a majority of the reading because the
level of text may be beyond what students can read themselves. However, as students become
more familiar with the text during re-reading and listening to the teacher, they will join in
(Victoria State Government, 2018). This instructional strategy also exposes struggling readers to
language that they would not otherwise be exposed to. Literacy experts explain that during
Shared Reading, children can hear and see more complex language that would otherwise be
inaccessible due to limited vocabulary or reading skills (Heath, 1983). Additionally, experts reiterate that this type of language, different from daily conversational language, is what assists
students to comprehend at deeper levels and think critically (Chall, Jacobs & Baldwin, 1990).
When children see and hear the complexities of language, this exposure assists students to
comprehend at deeper levels and think critically, while also simultaneously boosting their
confidence (Walther, 2022). Students also benefit from Shared Reading by building critical
background knowledge, developing concepts about print, and demonstrating how meaning is
made from print (Edmonton Regional Learning Consortium, 2016).
Although many critics note that Shared Reading leaves opportunities for students to
simply 'pretend' to follow along, or that students will simply repeat or parrot the words of the
teacher reading, a consistently structured reading block will negate some of these challenges.
During Shared Reading, at the beginning of the year, in order to expose students in the course to
strong reading practices, metacognition strategies, and appropriate pace and tone, the teacher will
read aloud the text first and later invite the students to join in choral reading. Research has found
that sixteen minutes of whole-class choral reading enhances decoding and fluency dramatically
(Paige, 2011). In variation, educators can also omit particular words, or sentences, during choral
reading, or karaoke reading, to ensure that students are following along during the first section of
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the Shared Reading block (Gupta, 2006).
However, this is not the only instructional strategy that should be utilized throughout the
entire school year. As students become more comfortable with the text and reading with their
peers, teachers should use popcorn reading, popsicle stick reading, or touch go reading to
encourage more student voice and independence (Finley, 2014). As the school year carries on
and responsibility is gradually released from educator to child, teachers can utilize a variety of
other instructional approaches. These instructional approaches include partner reading, PeerAssisted Learning Strategies (PALS) such as taking turns reading, re-reading and retelling to
partners, and Timed Repeat Readings (Saenz et al., 2005; Hilden and Jones, 2012). A variety of
instructional practices that educators can use during Shared Reading allows for greater teacher
autonomy while also allowing students the opportunity to learn from a variety of reading
activities that can simply be modified or adapted based on students' needs during any given
lesson.
Shared Reading is a great instructional strategy for educators as well. This pedagogical
approach to literacy development is a way to boost children's emergent literacy development in a
way that does not place any extra demands on educators' planning time, instructional time, or
mandated schedule throughout the day (Edmonton Regional Learning Consortium, 2016; Justice
et al., 2010). Other benefits include more child-centered discussions, with multiple "at-bats" of
the same text which allows children ample opportunities to pick up on critical elements of the
plot or text that they may have missed initially due to a focus on fluency or word recognition
(Piasta et al., 2012; Edmonton Regional Learning Consortium, 2016). These affordances provide
ample opportunities to aid students' comprehension. Furthermore, Shared Reading allows
children time to relate the story to their own lives, through text-to-self connections, text-to-text
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connections, and text-to-world connections (Gajeton, 2016; Facing Ourselves and History,
2022). These connections have been shown through research to help foster a love of reading and
being an active participant in their lifelong learning journey because ultimately, reading should
not be a chore but a task that children enjoy (Council of Great City Schools, 2020).
As shown in Appendix A, Shared Reading is also a great way to help struggling readers.
Acknowledging the learning losses that are plaguing students across the globe due to the
COVID-19 pandemic and interrupted periods of instruction, Shared Reading is a great way to reacclimate students to reading in a more structured environment while also providing students
with the scaffolds that they need to be successful (McKinsey & Company, 2022). By allowing
students to read together, through choral reading or other partner focused instructional strategies
with their educators and classmates, students will become more confident and comfortable in a
warm and nurturing classroom environment and will thus become naturally more familiar with
reading out loud or independently (Colorin Colorado, 2021; Eastern Stream Center on Resources
and Training, 2003; Tharp et al., 2000). This structure allows students to become more selfconfident and self-reliant problem solvers who can think critically about challenges both inside
and outside of the classroom and tackle these hurdles with assurance.
Now more than ever, it is important to give students ample opportunities to engage with
each other to help circumvent many of the "missing skills" that students are showcasing in the
classroom. These "missing skills" include not only students' academic abilities but their social
abilities as well (Goldstein, 2022). Shared Reading helps foster classroom community through a
shared experience. Students learn how to respectfully engage with each other and their peers
while also learning valuable conversational and literacy skills such as building on ideas, asking
targeted questions, and asking other students to stretch out their answers or provide evidence
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from the text for comprehension questions (Honchell & Schulz, 2012). Following the social
isolation due to COVID, Shared Reading allows for students to grow social and emotional
learning skills as well (Mahoney et al., 2021). Although these same skills could be garnered
during Group Guided Reading, Shared Reading allows for a greater diversity of student voices
than would be possible in small and uniform homogeneous groupings during Group Guided
Reading.
Reciprocal Teaching
The second effective structured reading teaching practice we are suggesting is Reciprocal
Teaching. Reciprocal Teaching is especially beneficial once children can read well enough to
decode simple texts independently. This method uses expert scaffolding, a valuable tool based on
Vygotsky's theory of the Zone of Proximal Development. The Zone of Proximal Development is
defined as the difference between a child's actual developmental level as determined by
independent problem solving and the child's potential development as determined through
problem-solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers (Vygotsky,
1978). Expert scaffolding is a guided practice where the teacher models and assists students in
using reading strategies, gradually transferring responsibility to the students and becoming a
facilitator who monitors student groups. Through expert scaffolding, students are given
appropriate support activities to achieve the goal of Reading (Vygotsky, 1978).
Reciprocal Teaching is a reading approach that incorporates expert scaffolding. It was
designed by Annemarie Palincsar and Laura Klenk, to help students develop the ability to
construct meaning from text and monitor their reading comprehension. Reciprocal Teaching
(Palincsar, 1984) is a cooperative grouping strategy that calls on learners to become the teacher,
working as a group to bring meaning to the text. There are four roles students will have to learn:
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summarizer, questioner, clarifier, and predictor. An optional fifth role of leader can sometimes
be helpful to keep students on track, facilitate turn-taking and monitor conversations. Initially,
the teacher models the four cognitive strategies as a whole group. It is important to focus on
possible question stems for each role, as this assists students in the types of questions that should
be asked. Appendix B has examples of different student roles and question stems. Although
researchers have not found any one particular order for teaching the four comprehension
strategies to be most effective, they recommend the strategies be taught individually.
Summarizing can be difficult for students and might best be saved for last (Hashey & Connors,
2003).
Employing Reciprocal Teaching relies on using expert scaffolding as the foundation for
instruction. As students learn the roles, the teacher can gradually release autonomy to the
students. A suggested gradual release model is:
● Teacher modeling: model each of the four parts individually, one at a time. Don't
move on to the next part until the one prior has been mastered. Students practice
each part as a whole group.
● Teacher/student groups: teacher leads and models how a four-part reciprocal
discussion would work, with students practicing in small groups.
● Student groups: student-led discussion with teacher observing and giving
feedback. (Alfassi et al., 2009)
Student-led groups give teachers time to monitor discussions and provide support. As students
become more comfortable with the format, they should need less support. The ultimate goal is to
have half the class doing Reciprocal Teaching while the other half is working on independent
work. Halfway through the time allotted for GGR, the groups can switch. Students should rotate
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through the roles, so they have a chance to experience each one. Teachers can use a checklist as a
formative assessment based on their observations of conversations, looking for the depth and
meaning of student questions and responses. Eventually, Reciprocal Teaching can also
incorporate a written response as well, which could be used as a post conversation formative
assessment.
Research shows Reciprocal Teaching can be used with any grade level or subject area
and with any story or passage. No specific curriculum is required to implement Reciprocal
Teaching because it is an instructional strategy that does not rely on a particular content
(Promising Practices Network, 2005; Quezada, n.d.). Because of the importance of helping
students connect their personal background experiences with the texts, Reciprocal Teaching is
also highly beneficial in diverse classrooms and communities. Soto (1989) attributes the success
of Reciprocal Teaching to the social construction of knowledge. When students collaborate to
construct the meaning of texts, this allows them to focus on information in texts that is
meaningful to them and enables them to use their diverse backgrounds and experiences to
introduce multiple perspectives. Biemiller and Meichenbaum (1992) researched children's
approaches to learning and found that one source of the differences between the highest- and
lowest achieving children is in the degree to which they become self-regulators of their own
learning. Research also shows Reciprocal Teaching can be done with any age group. Myers
(2005) concluded that kindergarten students were not too young to learn strategies that would
help them assume responsibility for their own learning. Palincsar & Brown (1985) reported
success when Reciprocal Teaching was implemented in larger classes with groups ranging in
size from eight to 18. Due to the fact that class size is an issue in many South African
classrooms, Reciprocal Teaching would be a strategy that could be done in classrooms with
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many students. Additionally, Brown and Campione (1992) found that students who used
Reciprocal Teaching averaged a two-year gain on reading standardized test scores.
Limitations of Structured Reading
While Structured Reading is proven to be an effective literacy strategy there are some
limitations to consider. Many times teachers don't implement Structured Reading with fidelity
due to a lack of training. If educators don't really understand the method, the students won't
either. If a child does not understand what is going on, they may mentally "check out" by
daydreaming and not focusing on the structured reading activity. Teachers also need training as
many have difficulty encouraging high-quality dialogues.
Teachers also need to be aware their poor decoders may struggle. A common criticism of
Structured Reading is that it was designed for students who are adequate decoders and therefore
it may not be as effective for readers with poor decoding skills. As was mentioned before,
Structured Reading is more effective with students who have basic reading skills, yet there are
ways to make it work for all students. One way to increase the effectiveness of Structured
Reading instruction with poor decoders is to help them identify unfamiliar words before
engaging in conversation about the text. Strategies such as tape-assisted Reading (listening to a
recording of the text while following along with the printed text), reading passages orally,
supplying unknown words when students are reading, and rewriting classroom materials at the
struggling reader's instructional reading level could be used (Foster & Rotoloni, 2005; Bruce &
Robinson, 2001). Structured Reading still has a large student-to-teacher ratio, yet not all children
need the same amount of attention. Hopefully, motivating stronger readers to lead discussions,
leaves more time for the teacher to walk around and work with weaker readers.
Although splitting the class in half for Shared Reading does not resolve all spatial issues
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in Funda Wande classrooms, Shared Reading does present several promising instructional
freedoms for educators. In particular, this Structured Reading strategy does provide an
opportunity for teachers to purposefully place students at different locations in the classroom, at
different times in the year, based on data points to refine and polish students' literacy skills. For
example, less confident students may do better in the front of the classroom where teacher
intervention is easily accessible. Other students who are independent readers may benefit from
the opportunity to have another partner who is also a fluent, strong reader, and these students
may sit in the back. Other strong readers may benefit from being partnered with a student who is
not quite as confident, allowing students to work together collaboratively to strengthen their
skills. Shared Reading affords educators the ability to move students around in the classroom
based on their needs.
Conclusion
Despite these limitations, Structured Reading is more beneficial in developing gradelevel readers than Group Guided Reading as this instructional strategy increases time with eyes
on the text, student engagement, instructional time, and time spent with the teacher. Given the
pertinence of this unique moment in history, with educators and students still reeling from the
social and academic impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, Structured Reading affords students
the opportunity to excel not only academically, but socially and emotionally. Ultimately,
incorporating Structured Reading within Funda Wande classrooms is an affordable, practical,
and critical measure to ensure that students are receiving the best literacy instruction possible to
meet their unique needs.
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Introduction
The Grade 2 Funda Wande writing curriculum features a cycle of activities that repeats
weekly from Week 1 through Week 9. On Mondays, students write their personal news. On
Tuesdays, the class engages in shared writing in which the teacher models a writing frame. On
Wednesdays, students write independently in response to the weekly reading text. Usually,
several sentence stems or frames are provided for them to accomplish this reading response.
Thursdays are dedicated to editing and revising on odd-numbered weeks and written
comprehension on even-numbered weeks. Learners practice editing their work by revising their
news or independent writing from the week. Written comprehension introduces students to
different types of question formats in order to expose them to question types that may appear on
standardized tests, such as multiple choice and fill-in-the-blank. Friday lessons center creative
writing, and learners are encouraged to brainstorm in order to fill in writing frames, to write and
to illustrate their own stories.
During Weeks 6 and 7, students are assessed on the skills that they are expected to have
developed through the weekly cycle of writing tasks. There are three writing assessments:
writing news, writing a story, and paragraph writing with commas. There is also a handwriting
assessment in Week 7, which is a repeat of the news writing assessment, with the sole difference
being that only penmanship is evaluated in that instance.
What Worked Well
There are several parts of the Funda Wanda grade 2 curriculum that work well and
contribute to the effectiveness and feasibility of both the Teacher's Guide and the Learners
Activity Book. These elements include the friendly layout, vocabulary lists, repeated use of
materials, variety in activities, assessment criteria, and push for a writing community.
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The Teacher's Guide is laid out in an easy to follow way. The activities are in the same
position each day, allowing teachers to quickly glance at materials during the stress of a school
day and large classrooms. They can always quickly turn to a specific activity, day and week,
making navigating lessons easy.
Next, there is a strong focus on vocabulary building. Units have tailored vocabulary
building, and there are several opportunities for students to engage with the vocabulary over a
variety of activities and multiple weeks. Students' vocabulary is further expanded through the
shared writing activities that take place on Tuesdays, where teachers provide novel examples of
words and phrases that students may use to fill out their writing frames.
Moreover, the same text is often used for more than one week, which is both an efficient
use of materials and a strong teaching tool. Students receive repeated exposure to the vocabulary
and grammatical structures introduced in the text without having to print a large number of texts.
Additionally, the assessment criteria for writing and other assignments have multiple
criteria. This means that assessments can remain robust and can provide valid insights to
students' abilities.
Lastly, the Funda Wanda Curriculum fosters community writing and invites students and
teachers to create, edit and experience text together, ensuring support around writing.
What Could Be Better
1. Scaffolding of the Difficulty of Writing Tasks: The Problem
One area for improvement in Funda Wande's Grade 2 writing curriculum is the
scaffolding of skills, as writing activities tend not to gradually increase in difficulty. There are
activities that are repeated throughout Term 1 without changing in difficulty, some that regress,
and others that jump too suddenly from basic to advanced. Presenting learners with appropriate
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challenges increases their motivation to engage with
the material, and increased motivation, in turn, leads to
increased learning. Activities should be achievable at
the students' development stage but novel and difficult
enough to sustain their interest. In other words, they
should be within the learner's "zone of proximal
development," or the range between children's present
level of performance and their potential performance
with optimal scaffolding (Yarborough & Fedesco,
2020). Thus, we recommend that Funda Wande ensure
a more gradual release of scaffolds over the course of
the Grade 2 writing curriculum.
The Monday News Writing activity is particularly in need of improvement in this area.
From Weeks 1 to 5, students are expected to use the same prompts and the same worksheet to
write about their personal news. Week to week, students complete the following sentence stems
to write about their weekends (with the exception of Week 1, where students are prompted to
write about their holiday): This weekend I went to… I went with… We… I felt… because…
Each prompt is accompanied by an image to reinforce the idea of the sentence. By Week 6,
students are assessed for their news writing skills. They are presented with a similar worksheet
but with all sentence stems removed. The image prompts remain along with blanks. This
assessment is the sixth time that students must write their weekend news following the same
frame.
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2. Scaffolding of the Difficulty of Writing Tasks: The Solution
To improve the gradual release of scaffolds and sustain student interest, we recommend
that one sentence stem be removed each week leading up to the Week 6 assessment. Instead of
being guided by words on the page, the students can use the image prompts to create their news
stories. Furthermore, we suggest that students practice writing about different time periods aside
from the usual "this weekend." Students may end up writing the same thing over and over again
if they are always asked to report on their last weekend. Instead, they can write about their
previous birthday, their most recent visit to the doctor, the last time they spent quality time with
their friends, or other such occasions. Not only would this make the activity more interesting and
varied, but this is also an opportunity for weekly texts and themes to be integrated into the
writing task. Moreover, this helps to ensure that news and personal writing skills are transferred
from one context to another.
Gradual scaffolding can also be improved for the story writing skill that Funda Wande
aims to develop in Grade 2 students every Tuesday. Story writing is introduced in Week 2
through the frame of a letter and continued in Week 3. Starting Week 4 until Week 6, students
learn how to write a story using a narrative frame that closely resembles a summary of the week's
reading text. Thus, the themes of the students' stories vary weekly to match that of the weekly
reading texts, but roughly the same number and quality of sentence stems are provided week to
week. This is accomplished through teacher-led whole class writing. Then, on the Friday of Week
6, students are assessed based on how well they can independently perform the story writing task
that they accomplished as a class on the prior Tuesday. The narrative frame is replaced in Weeks
7 and 8 by a different paragraph writing task, but it is returned in Week 9 when students are
asked to write a story about a party at school.
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This progression of tasks can be improved in a couple of ways. For one, the narrative
form should be practiced consistently from Week 2 up until Week 6, when the story writing skill
is assessed. It should not only be practiced consistently but also, more importantly, authentically.
That is, the writing prompts – still aligned with the reading text's themes – should draw on
students' own experiences and interests. After all, students will be more motivated to perform
challenging writing tasks if they are asked to write about what interests or excites them. That may
mean different things for different students; some may want to write about stories in their own
lives, while others may opt to write fictional tales (Seban & Tavşanli, 2015). Our last
recommendation for improving this set of tasks is to gradually reduce the scaffolds that are
provided to students week to week. This might mean reducing the number of sentence frames, or
moving from whole class writing to group writing, then to paired writing, then finally to
independent writing.
A third and final area where we see room for gradual scaffolds is in developing the
paragraph-writing skill. Under the Funda Wande curriculum, Grade 2 students are expected to
write a paragraph with the proper use of commas to list items. This skill is introduced and
assessed in the same week (Week 7). Grade 2 students should be taught how to do this earlier on
in the term and given more opportunities to practice before being assessed; four days is certainly
not enough time for the learners to master the use of commas. We suggest that listing be
introduced as early as Week 2 and used in a variety of writing tasks before it is gradually
integrated with paragraph writing. We see opportunities to do this during Tuesday and
Wednesday writing activities.
3. Ambiguity of the Writing Assessment Grading Rubric: The Problem
Another gap in the Funda Wande curriculum is the vagueness and ambiguity of the
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grading rubric. The grading rubric leverages the multiple criteria to ensure that it is robust but
includes various criteria for each level. This leads to increased subjectivity, discrepancies in
assigning grades, and consequently difficulty in grading.
In Table 1 below, we can see an example of a Funda Wande writing task grading rubric.
The words in the left column highlight the criteria being tested. Each color in this rendition of the
table represents a different grading criterion. The numbers at the top of the table represent the
number of points required for each criteria. However, there are multiple criteria that need to be
met in order to achieve a certain score from the rubric, meaning it is easy to grade the strongest
and the weakest writers, but not those in between.
Take for instance, a student who writes 5 sentences, thus warranting a 5, but uses capital
letters incorrectly – which would receive a score of 2 – but also uses full stops which warrants a
3. What score would a teacher or assessor assign to that student? The subjectivity around grading
could lead to discrepancies for students who in reality have similar writing abilities.
We can also see in this table that there is a criterion added just for levels 4 and 5, i.e.
correct grammar and spelling. This is not a part of the original criteria (left column) that this
activity should be testing for. Take for instance another case, where a student writes 2 sentences –
score 2– but uses correct grammar and spelling - score 4 or 5? Teachers are left guessing what
score to give, thus leading to bias and inaccuracies. If assessments are neither valid nor reliable,
it is difficult for teachers to pinpoint troubled students and highlight the areas in which they need
support.
Table 1: Example of a current Funda Wande G2 Writing Assessment Rubric

Writes one paragraph (at
least five sentences) on

1

2

3

4

5

Struggles to
write 1

Attempts to
write 2

Writes 3
sentences of

Writes 4
sentences of

Writes 5
sentences of
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personal experiences or
an event
Uses capital letters (at
the beginning of a
sentence and for proper
names) and correct
punctuation (full stops,
commas, apostrophe)

sentence of
own news
and does not
use any
punctuation

sentences of
own news but
uses capital
letters
incorrectly

own news
using capital
letters and
full stops

own news in
paragraph
format using
capital letters,
full stops and
correct
grammar and
spelling

own news in
a paragraph
format using
capital letters,
full stops and
correct
grammar and
spelling

4. Ambiguity of the Writing Assessment Grading Rubric: The Solution
We propose a rubric that breaks down each criteria into individual levels where points
can be assigned to. For the illustration of this solution, the colors used in Table 1 become
individual levels, with each color having its own row. We believe that the rubric can be
transformed into something that resembles Table 3, where each criteria is exhaustive and can be
assigned its own score rather than being tethered to each other.
The change we are proposing is not too time consuming as most of the levels are already
present in the current versions of the rubric – normally in the maximum score, and as such do not
have to be developed from scratch. The details of these steps for change are as follows, and a
summary is included in Table 2:
1) Firstly, identify all the criteria that are being tested.
a) Using a perfect score rubric would provide the largest selection of criteria. In the example
in the figure above, that would be criteria for a score of 5.
2) Separate criteria into numerical/quantifiable criteria and "yes/no/sometimes" unquantifiable
criteria, to be discussed further below.
a) For numerical criteria, choose intervals that increase in points correlated with the
numerical increase of the points.
e.g., The criteria, "Write one paragraph (at least 5 sentences). This is numeric as the
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criteria is distinctly quantifiable. In this case, 5 is the maximum number of points, so each
interval – 1 sentence – is an increase of 1 point. If a paragraph were 10 points, the
interval would be 2 sentences for 1 point.
b) For all criteria that can be answered as a yes, no or sometimes, there are two options.
•

If the criteria does not ask about correct usage, e.g., "[Does this student] use capital
letters":
o Fill the points rubric from the lowest points with a response that means, "no, the
student never …".
o The next level should be "the student does this incorrectly every time."
o The next level should be "the student does it correctly sometimes."
o Then lastly, "the student does it correctly all the time."

•

For all criteria that specify correct usage, e.g. "[Does this student] use correct
punctuation":

o Fill the points rubric from the lowest points with a response that means, "no, the
student does not use correct …".
o The next level should be "the student uses correct … sometimes."
o Then lastly, the next should be "some correct," and the next should be "correctly all
the time."
Table 2: Summary of how to remake the rubric

Quantifiable criteria:
"Does this student do
the action X number of
times"

1

2

3

4

5

Struggles to
do action x/5
time

Does action
2X/5 times

Does action
3X/5 times

Does action
4X/5 times

Does
action X
times
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Non-quantifiable
Never does
criteria, no correct
this action
usage necessary. "Does
this student do this
action?"

Does this
action
incorrectly all
the time

Does this
action
correctly
sometimes

Non-quantifiable
criteria, correct usage
necessary. "Does this
student do this action
correctly?"

Does this
action
correctly at
least once
sometimes

Always does
this action
correctly

Never does
this action

Always does
this action
correctly

-

-

-

Table 3: Example of a new version of the current Funda Wande G2 Writing Assessment
Rubric
1

2

3

4

5

Writes one paragraph
(at least five sentences)
on personal experiences
or an event

Struggles to
write 1
sentence of
own news

Attempts to
write 2
sentences of
own news

Writes 3
sentences of
own news

Writes 4
sentences of
own news

Writes 5
sentences of
own news in a
paragraph
format

Uses capital letters (at
the beginning of a
sentence and for proper
names)

Does not use
capital letters
correctly

Uses capital
letters
incorrectly

Uses capital
letters
correctly
sometimes

Uses capital
letters
correctly all
the time

-

Uses correct
punctuation (full stops,
commas, apostrophe)

Does not use
any
punctuation

Uses
punctuation
incorrectly

Uses one
Uses all
type of
necessary
punctuation
punctuation
correctly
correctly
Uses correct grammar
Does not use
Uses correct Always uses
correct
and spelling
correct grammar grammatical
tense in more grammatical
tense
than 1 sentence
By breaking down the current grading criteria into individual levels and assigning points based
on individual criteria, there will be less subjectivity in grading and hence less difficulty in doing
it. This consequently increases grading and assessment reliability by allowing all teachers to
grade on the same level. With more reliable assessments, teachers will be able to better measure
the part of writing that a student is struggling with, which can in turn lead to better-targeted
assistance, and better evaluation of which lessons may need more attention.
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Conclusion
Funda Wanda has been gracious enough to share some of the challenges of designing a
comprehensive curriculum for learners in South Africa. The team must navigate the nation's
multilingualism, shortage of home language materials, large classroom sizes, and teachers who
are overburdened due to class size, lack of resources, and/or insufficient training. We believe
that the design of Funda Wande's Teacher's Guide exhibits specific strengths that alleviate
challenges for teachers of varied experience levels in a variety of school settings. In our opinion,
the strengths of the Funda Wande curriculum include a well-designed Teacher's Guide, strong
vocabulary lessons, efficient use of materials, layered assessments, and ample communal writing
activities.
The Teacher's Guide is designed with busy teachers in mind as activities are located on
the same section of the page from day to day and week to week. Color coding and recurring
photographs are additional design elements that contribute to the user-friendly layout.
Vocabulary building is reinforced as learners revisit stories throughout the week, and
texts are utilized for several lessons and activities. This efficient use of texts is economical in that
it keeps the guides at a manageable size in terms of page count. Assessments apply multiple
criteria in determining student progression and allow for deeper insight into student performance.
The shared writing and brainstorming activities foster a supportive, communal experience
centered on reading and writing, allowing students time to learn from one another and build
together.
In our review of the Funda Wande materials, we identified two main areas for potential
improvement--scaffolding progression and grading rubric. Our recommendations for
strengthening elements of the curriculum and Teacher's Guide are as follows:
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Adjust scaffolding for writing tasks with assessments in mind so that there is a gradual
increase in difficulty, which can lead to better student engagement and outcomes. Examine
exercises such as Monday's News Writing activity and add variations so that students are not
writing about the same topic from week to week. Gradual release of scaffolding will better
prepare students for the final writing assessment, which contains no scaffolds. For story writing
and paragraph writing, we suggest introducing lessons and scaffolds for independent writing and
comma usage earlier in the term to aid in student progression.
Simplify the levels of the grading rubric so that teachers are assessing skills (use of
capital letters, number of sentences written successfully, punctuation, etc.) individually and not in
grouped assessment blocks. Breaking down the layers of each assessment block will allow for a
more accurate assessment of student performance. A simplified rubric would eliminate some of
the subjectivity in grading and facilitate more consistent assessments from classroom to
classroom and school to school. We recognize that the learning gap in South Africa, as in most
countries, has increased during the Coronavirus pandemic, spurring unforeseen learning losses at
many levels, so we believe that assessments are vitally important at this time.
We greatly appreciate Funda Wande's transparency and openness to this process, and we
hope that our examination of these materials assists, in some small way, with the organization's
goals.
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Appendix A
Table 1: Example of a current Funda Wande G2 Writing Assessment Rubric
1

2

Writes one paragraph (at
least five sentences) on
Attempts to
personal experiences or
Struggles
to
write 2
an event.
write
1
sentence
sentences of
Uses capital letters (at
of
own
news
and
own news but
the beginning of a
does not use any uses capital
sentence and for proper
punctuation
letters
names) and correct
incorrectly
punctuation (full stops,
commas, apostrophe)

3

4

5

Writes 4
Writes 5
sentences of own sentences of own
Writes 3
news in
news in a
sentences of own paragraph format paragraph format
news using
using capital
using capital
capital letters
letters, full stops letters, full stops
and full stops and correct
and correct
grammar and
grammar and
spelling
spelling
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Appendix B
Table 2: Summary of how to remake the rubric
1

2

3

4

5

Quantifiable criteria:
Struggles to
"Does this student do
do action x/5
the action X number of
time
times"

Does action
2X/5 times

Does action
3X/5 times

Does action
4X/5 times

Does action
X times

Non-quantifiable
criteria, no correct
usage necessary. "Does
this student do this
action?"

Never does
this action

Does this
action
incorrectly all
the time

Does this
action
correctly
sometimes

Always does
this action
correctly

-

Never does
this action

Does this
action
correctly at
least once
sometimes

Always does
this action
correctly

Non-quantifiable
criteria, correct usage
necessary. "Does this
student do this action
correctly?"

-

-
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Appendix C
Table 3: Example of a new version of the current Funda Wande G2 Writing Assessment Rubric
1

2

3

4

5

Writes one paragraph
(at least five sentences)
on personal experiences
or an event

Struggles to
write 1
sentence of
own news

Attempts to
write 2
sentences of
own news

Writes 3
sentences of
own news

Writes 4
sentences of
own news

Writes 5
sentences of
own news in a
paragraph
format

Uses capital letters (at
the beginning of a
sentence and for proper
names)

Does not use
capital letters
correctly

Uses capital
letters
incorrectly

Uses capital
letters
correctly
sometimes

Uses capital
letters
correctly all
the time

-

Uses correct
punctuation (full stops,
commas, apostrophe)

Does not use
any
punctuation

Uses
punctuation
incorrectly

Uses one
type of
punctuation
correctly
Uses correct grammar
Does not use
Uses correct Always uses
correct
and spelling
correct grammar grammatical
tense in more grammatical
tense
than 1 sentence

Uses all
necessary
punctuation
correctly
-

-

-
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